Educational reconstruction of general relativity through a
collaborative online learning environment
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Study Purpose

Modern learning environments bring novel possibiliVes to
science classrooms, because they make abstract topics
more accessible. We present how a collabora,ve online
learning environment can support teaching of general
relaVvity (GR) in upper secondary physics classrooms.

Theore,cal Framework

The study is based on a sociocultural view on learning that understands conceptual
development as a process inﬂuenced by social interacVons and language [1]. The
Model of Educa,onal Reconstruc,on (MER) [2] (ﬁgure 1) combines educaVonal
research with the development of learning resources. Design-Based Research [3]
provides an iteraVve frame for developing learning resources eﬀecVvely.

Research Ques,ons
1.Which challenges do students face
in the learning domain of GR?

Figure 1. In the MER
framework three
strands of educa,onal
research are closely
connected [2].

2.Which central design principles
can be proposed for the design of an
online learning environment in GR?
3.How can “talking physics” support
learning in GR?
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Methods

Based on literature analysis and a pilot study, we
developed an online learning environment that was tested
in six Norwegian upper secondary classes with 122
students. We collected audio and wriXen responses (ﬁgure
2) and conducted focus group interviews with 25 students.
We used themaVc analysis to map students’ challenges and
their understanding of key principles in GR.

Results

Teaching GR is challenging: 1) GR builds on advanced math. 2) Learners lack
experience with relaVvisVc phenomena. 3) There is a conﬂict between relaVvisVc
and classical concepts [4]. The increased use of language and the method of selfrecording were well embraced by students. Our ﬁndings can guide the design of
learning environments that support collaboraVve learning and qualitaVve
understanding (ﬁgure 3).

Figure 2. Students were asked to
discuss in pairs, record their
conversa,ons with mobile
phones, and send the records to
the teacher.

Conclusions
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An educa,onal reconstruc,on of
GR for upper secondary students
is possible if one supports
collabora,ve learning and focuses
on qualita,ve understanding.
Having access to recorded student
discussions enabled us to study
conversaVons in the actual
classroom se[ng and allowed for
deeper insights into learning
processes within GR.

Figure 3. Screenshots from the online
learning environment (ﬁlarkiv.viten.no/
rela,vitetsteori). Anima,ons of thought
experiments, analogies and visualisa,ons of
rela,vis,c phenomena foster
understanding. Students appreciate to learn
about the history and philosophy of GR.
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